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This popular Lucent Books series has been updated to make music of all genres even more

accessible, popular and culturally relevant in the 21st century; the set focuses on the history,

music, musicians, and instruments behind specific musical styles.; This title focuses on

songwriting from a craft standpoint. Because the lyrics themselves are only one part of

songwriting, the author also covers melody, tempo, rhythm, etc., and explains how this can

differ between genres too (rap, heavy metal, R&B, and so on). A few key influential singer/

songwriters are also discussed along with the general craft.; This new edition of the popular

Lucent Books series has been updated to make music of all genres even more accessible,

popular and culturally relevant in the 21st century. The set focuses on the history, music,

musicians, and instruments behind specific musical styles -- from blues to indie rock to rap and

more. It also addresses music videos, the advent of digital music stores and new portable

digital delivery systems. Each title provides a historical overview of the development of a

specific music genre; explores the roots and influences of the genre and the key components

that are definitive of the style; discusses the pioneers of the music; and considers the changes

the genre has undergone from its inception to its present status on the world scene.

Informative sidebars, a glossary of music terms, a selective discography, an annotated

bibliography, and a subject index provide readers with additional tools for discussion and

research.

From Library JournalThis is a significant contribution to the literature of the Occupation, a clear

presentation of its worldwide dimensions. Japan was effectively disarmed by Article IX of its

constitution, but the communist victory in China and fears of the spread of communism in the

region resulted in policy debates within the U.S. government over the Japanese peace treaty,

the intended role of Japan in East Asia (including the renewed question of rearmament and a

proposed Japanese economic sphere of influence), and even the length of the Occupation.

Ultimately, it was the Korean War which forced the resolution of these and related issues. The

author makes good use of government documents and manuscript materials in this highly

recommended account. For both informed laypersons and specialists. Kenneth W. Berger,

Duke Univ. Lib., Durham, N.C.Copyright 1985 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"The first step toward significantly

rewriting the history of an era...Schaller recounts in fine detail the five years during which the

autocratic MacArthur vied with Washington for dominance in Japan and a role in world affairs."--

Philadelphia Inquirer"[A] brilliant, provocative study."--Journal of American History"A valuable

contribution to the understanding of the origins of the cold war in Asia....It is the first

comprehensive and detailed study on the aspect of U.S. occupation policies."--International

History Review"A careful historian's account of the origins of the cold war in Asia with a

particular focus on the U.S. occupation of Japan."--Foreign Affairs"Schaller has written the best

kind of history, the kind that has great scope, supported by solid scholarship."--Kirkus

Reviews"A very good book....Schaller points out...that American military and political advisers

did not fashion their plans for the future of East Asia in a vacuum, but hammered them out in

the context of their own ideological and strategical concerns."--The New Republic"The

research is exhaustive on the American side and the author is to be commended for his

effective use of the Freedom of Information Act."--Pacific Affairs"A lively and informative book



on the American occupation of 1Japan....invigorating, scholarly, and engaging."--Science and

Society--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMichael

Schaller, Professor History at the University of Arizona, is author of The U.S. Crusade in China,

1938-45 and The U.S. and China in the Twentieth Century.--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Read more
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FOREWORDIn the nineteenth century, English novelist Charles Kingsley wrote, “Music speaks

straight to our hearts and spirits, to the very core and root of our souls. . . . Music soothes us,

stirs us up . . . melts us to tears.” As Kingsley stated, music is much more than just a pleasant

arrangement of sounds. It is the resonance of emotion, a joyful noise, a human endeavor that

can soothe the spirit or excite the soul. Musicians can also imitate the expressive palette of the

earth, from the violent fury of a hurricane to the gentle flow of a babbling brook.The word music

is derived from the fabled Greek muses, the children of Apollo who ruled the realms of

inspiration and imagination. Composers have long called upon the muses for help and insight.

Music is not merely the result of emotions and pleasurable sensations, however.Music is a

discipline subject to formal study and analysis. It involves the juxtaposition of creative elements

such as rhythm, melody, and harmony with intellectual aspects of composition, theory, and

instrumentation. Like painters mixing red, blue, and yellow into thousands of colors, musicians

blend these various elements to create classical symphonies, jazz improvisations, country

ballads, and rock-and-roll tunes.Throughout centuries of musical history, individual musical

elements have been blended and modified in infinite ways. The resulting sounds may convey a

whole range of moods, emotions, reactions, and messages. Music, then, is both an expression

and reflection of human experience and emotion.The foundations of modern musical styles

were laid down by the first ancient musicians who used wood, rocks, animal skins—and their

own bodies—to re-create the sounds of the natural world in which they lived. With their hands,



their feet, and their very breath they ignited the passions of listeners and moved them to their

feet. The dancing, in turn, had a mesmerizing and hypnotic effect that allowed people to

transcend their worldly concerns. Through music they could achieve a level of shared

experience that could not be found in other forms of communication. For this reason, music has

always been part of religious endeavors, from ancient Egyptian spiritual ceremonies to modern

Christian masses. And it has inspired dance movements from kings and queens spinning the

minuet to punk rockers slamming together in a mosh pit.By examining musical genres ranging

from Western classical music to rock and roll, readers will find a new understanding of old

music and develop an appreciation for new sounds. Books in Lucent's Music Library focus on

the music, the musicians, the instruments, and on music's place in cultural history. The songs

and artists examined may be easily found in the CD and sheet music collections of local

libraries so that readers may study and enjoy the music covered in the books. Informative

sidebars, annotated bibliographies, and complete indexes highlight the text in each volume and

provide young readers with many opportunities for further discussion and research.

INTRODUCTIONThe Culture of Writing in SongMusic and songs have been a central part of

human history and culture for thousands of years. Songs help people form communities,

understand and describe the world they live in, share their joys and victories, and lament about

hard times. Music defines groups, cultures, and even nations, as people use songs to describe

themselves, who they are, and what has mattered to them in their lives.Because it mirrors

human experience and development, music changes over time. Some songs and tunes remain

popular from one generation to the next, but each generation develops its own musical style

that reflects its struggles, accomplishments, and emotions. New songs are written and sung to

keep up with social changes; hit songs change as rapidly as any of society's fads. The people

who write music strive to create the next popular ditty, even though it may enjoy only fleeting

success. Modern songwriters require perseverance, originality, and above all, knowledge of

their audience to write songs that will become hits.The Voices of GenerationsMusic has always

served an important function in human culture. It unites people of a common culture by giving

them a particular sound and style they can call their own. People working in mundane or

unpleasant jobs over the millennia of human history have done so to song. Armies marching

into battle, pirates on raiding ships, slave laborers, and countless others have sung their way

through their tasks. Songs for such purposes have always had characteristic rhythms that

helped people march or work in tandem. The rhythmic tradition of music is no less important in

modern times. A catchy rhythm still makes people sit up and take notice. Modern music

depends on rhythm to serve as a background for dance—a practice no less common in

modern times than it was in ancient cultures for whom dancing was a common recreational

and often spiritual experience.Music depends on melody as well: the rise and fall of notes and

sounds in special (often rhythmic) patterns. Melodies guide musical development in ways

rhythm alone cannot. They incite people to sing or hum along. Melodies work their way into

listeners' minds and give emotion to music. Classical composers, from the Middle Ages on,

have told stories and sagas using melody and rhythm.Music has long served as a storytelling

device. Songs with lyrics have helped people memorialize important events. Countries have

national anthems. Folk tales and legends are told through the words of music. Religious

holidays are infused with the retelling of important events through the words of

song.Throughout human history, people with a special knack for establishing rhythms, creating

emotional melodies, and writing lyrics have chronicled events through music. Songs are stories

about humanity, and songwriters have the job of telling these stories in unique ways that make



them meaningful for the masses.History's StorytellersMusic permeates modern culture. The

average American between ages eight and eighteen spends an average of two and a half

hours a day actively listening to music, according to a 2009 Kaiser Family Foundation study.

The average American is exposed to five hours of music every day, much of it background

music heard in vehicles, homes, workplaces, restaurants, shopping malls, as well as on TV

shows, computer programs, and movies.All people and cultures have music and songs.

Songwriters are among the most important storytellers.Although music is a universally human

experience, songs are subject to the same shifting trends that affect all of modern society.

There are elements of music that sound good together, but joining all of these pieces in

creative ways that will be popular with modern listeners is an ongoing challenge. It is difficult to

predict what exact songs the public wants to sing or dance to. Making a career out of

songwriting is difficult, especially in light of the competition from hundreds of thousands of

fellow writers. So while anyone can write songs, not everyone can make hits that shape an

important part of the human experience in a lasting way. Still, songwriters remain important

storytellers for the current generation, and in today's world, the task has become a profession—

sometimes a very lucrative one. Whether they seek a career or just the chance to create

musical masterpieces, songwriters are eager to learn what makes music work and use that

knowledge to craft memorable songs.

CHAPTER 1The History of American Pop MusicEvery generation sees a new surge of popular

songs, or pop music. Popular music often differs from region to region and from generation to

generation. Music that is popular at any given time depends largely on the young people of a

given generation. Starting as early as the 1950s, teenagers have been the biggest buyers of

new music and the biggest predictors of what will become a new musical trend. The Beatles,

for example, were an iconic pop music group in the 1960s, but Beatles songs were not

necessarily enjoyed by the generations that had grown up in the 1920s, when jazzy dance

tunes were all the rage, or in the 1940s, an era of crooners like Bing Crosby. “As in the

previous decades, the young people led the trends,” says Marcel Danesi, a professor of

communication theory. “Young people constituted the force that influenced the mainstream.”1In

the 1970s, the dance beats of the disco era appealed to the rising youth of a new generation.

The 1980s saw big-hair rock bands, and the 1990s experienced a surge in rap music. For

today's youth, the music of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s are considered oldies, or retro music.

Those older styles still influence modern music, but the chart-toppers of yesteryear have been

pushed aside for the hits of modern pop music sensations like Beyoncé and Justin Bieber.

Even these performers will become oldies as future generations dictate what the next pop

music will be.Songwriters always keep in mind that they write songs for the people who listen

to current popular music. Successful songwriters pay close attention to fads and fashions and

create songs that will both fit in and stand out among changing musical preferences. The

writers of songs that were sung by the Beatles probably would not have much success writing

the same kind of tune for today's singers and audiences. “Trends in pop music have defined

each era of pop culture,” Danesi says, “eventually becoming descriptors of the eras (as in the

jazz era, the rock era, the rap era, and so on).”2 Modern songwriters take note of these

powerful pop music trends, because they could dictate the success or failure of a song.
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